In contrast to the traditional viewpoint of psychopathology, which compulsivity [a repetitive ritualistic behavior which persists albeit its inappropriateness to the given situation and often result in undesirable consequences] and impulsivity [which encompasses actions that are insufficiently conceived, prematurely expressed, excessively risky or inappropriate to the situation, and that often lead to undesirable outcomes] were positioned at opposite ends of a behavioral characteristics, recent neuroimaging studies raise the possibility of compulsivity and impulsivity being orthogonal factors that each contribute in varying degrees to various psychiatric conditions, including obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). In this presentation, I firstly will discuss two differential facets of compulsivityimpulsivity using the clinical (compulsion sub-score of Y-BOCS) and neurocognitive (stop signal task) measures and examined their neural underpinning as reflected in the small-world network of structural (DTI) and resting state functional connectivity network in OCD subjects. Later on, this presentation will also discuss the relationship between OCD and substancerelated and addictive disorders (as defined in the DSM-5) from the spectrum-wise perspective of compulsivity and impulsivity, also using the frame of structural and functional connectome, to widen our understanding for clinical and neurocognitive dimensions of compulsivity-impulsivity phenomena.
Abstract
Impulsivity and compulsivity have been considered opposite poles of a continuous spectrum, but their relationship appears to be more complex. Disorders characterized by impulsivity often have features of compulsivity and vice versa. The overlaps of the constructs of compulsivity and impulsivity, as well as their differences, suggest different pharmacological targets may be warranted. This presentation will discuss novel pharmacological interventions for compulsive and impulsive behaviors.
Many of the pharmacological options that reduce impulsive or compulsive behaviors in certain disorders may be useful for these cognitive domains seen in other disorders. For the purposes of this talk, I will focus on several classes of pharmacological agents and discuss to what extent they may be effective in reducing impulsivity and compulsivity. Of course, there are multiple forms of impulsivity and compulsivity, and different forms of each can co-occur within the same person. In some cases, there are data regarding which type of impulsivity or compulsivity the pharmacological agent is targeting. In those cases, this talk will discuss the subtype in more detail. Additionally, the presentation will discuss the implications of basic neuroscience for developing novel neuropsychopharmacological interventions, and the relevant clinical evidence-base. Abstract Patients with Schizophrenia respond differently to antipsychotic drug treatment. The underlying mechanism for these individuals' differences remains unknown. However, there is growing evidence indicating that genetic background contributes substantially to efficacy of antipsychotic drug. In order to test the genetic mechanism of treatment response of antipsychotic drugs, we performed exome sequencing in a group of patients with very good response and matched patients without response. And reduction rates of PANSS and sub-scales were used to evaluate treatment responses. We found that a number of genes (ZNF804A, PIWIL4, TG and KALRN) involved in treatment response of antipsychotic drug. Pathway analysis showed that pathways involved in glutamate, including the pathways involved in CNS and abnormal neurotransmitter level, and the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) andα-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) mediated synaptic pathways, were detected to implicate in treatment response of antipsychotic drugs. Especially, the treatment response for negative symptoms was more significantly associated with these two pathways.
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